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	Special focus is given to the optical and electronic properties of single quantum dots due to their potential applications in devices operating with single electrons and/or single photons. This includes quantum dots in electric and magnetic fields, cavity-quantum electrodynamics, nonclassical light generation, and coherent optical control of excitons.
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UML for the IT Business Analyst: A Practical Guide to Object-Oriented Requirements GatheringCourse Technology PTR, 2005
The IT Business Analyst is one of the fastest growing roles in the IT industry. Business Analysts are found in almost all large organizations and are important members of any IT team whether in the private or public sector. UML for the IT Business Analyst provides a clear, step-by-step guide to how the...
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Web Services SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Minimize security risks in your system by successfully rolling out secure Web  Services with help from this exceptional guide. Web Services Security  covers everything network security professionals need to know, including details  on Web Services architecture, SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, XML Signature, XML Encryption,  SAML, XACML, XKMS, and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Script Host in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1999
Learn to take maximum advantage of WSH to automate routine tasks, create powerful macros how to manage user in remote locations.  This book not only teaches how to implement WSH successfully with either JScript or VB Script, it also provides dozens of useful script examples that the reader will be able to apply immediately.      

This...
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Scientific and Technological ThinkingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
At the turn of the 21st century, the most valuable commodity in society is knowledge--particularly new knowledge that may give a culture, company, or laboratory an adaptive advantage. Knowledge about the cognitive processes that lead to discovery and invention can enhance the probability of making valuable new discoveries and inventions. Such...
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Modern Concepts in AngiogenesisImperial College Press, 2007
This volume addresses current emerging concepts in the field of angiogenesis, including important angiogenesis modifiers which are essential in combination with growth factors (VEGF and FGF) for the physiological process and also for therapeutic applications. It covers many of the lesser discussed areas including blood vessel growth guidance...
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The Meditator's Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide to Eastern and Western Meditation TechniquesThorsons, 2002

	A clear and authoritative introduction to the different traditions of meditation by an authority in the field. Meditation is an extraordinarily powerful tool for physical and mental relaxation as well as for personal and spiritual growth. It has been practiced for thousands of years and today it continues to have serious relevance for an...
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